We have developed a new stellarator optimization technique 1 which aligns contours of the second adiabatic invariant 2 J* with magnetic surfaces (quasi-omnigeneity). This reduces transport in advanced low aspect ratio stellarators down to levels adequate for reactor designs and can potentially offer the flexibility to achieve a wider range of physics requirements than previously possible. Our approach is comprised of first, an adjustment of the outer magnetic surface shape and plasma current profile to achieve certain physics goals, followed by a synthesis of the modular magnetic coil geometry which produces that outer surface shape. To the extent that physics and engineering goals can be reduced to simply evaluated target functionals, they can easily be incorporated into this procedure, allowing the stellarator designer to rapidly identify attractive devices out of the vast parameter space of possible configurations. We have completed the full loop described above from physics goals to coils and back again to verify the existence of magnetic flux surfaces and satisfaction of the targeted physics properties. Attractive low aspect ratio configurations exist which have sufficient coil-to-plasma separation (∆ coil ) for extrapolation to moderate-sized reactors (major radius ≈ 8 meters); here the constraint has been imposed that a minimum ∆ coil of 2 meters must be maintained for the nuclear blanket.
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This optimization method has been applied over a wide range of field periods from 2 up to 8. Our studies have shown that, although the physics goals can be achieved over the entire range of field periods, easily realizable coils with adequate ∆ coil are most likely to be available for low field period devices with low levels of ripple. An example of the magnetic flux surface shapes of such a three field period device which has low inboard ripple B max /B min < 1.8, reduced transport, and simple modular coils with good plasma/coil separation are shown in Figure 1 . Once an optimized configuration is obtained, its physics characteristics are further analyzed, especially in the following areas:
(a) Transport -We use Monte Carlo simulation techniques to examine both direct and diffusive loss channels. With the inclusion of ambipolar electric field effects, our optimized configurations achieve transport levels on the order of those in axisymmetric devices. Extrapolations to reactor sized-devices and regimes have indicated that adequate levels of confinement of both the thermal plasma (τ p ≈ 1000τ ii ) and energetic alpha particles can be achieved. 1 (b) Stability -We have developed efficient variational methods for evaluating ballooning stability in our configurations; the low-n stability has been analyzed with a recently developed 3D initial value MHD model. Typically, a region near the plasma edge goes ballooning unstable first. Several methods have been successfully used to extend the stable window into the <β> = 6 -9% range, including profile flattening, increased shear in the rotational transform profile, and boundary shaping. Work is underway to incorporate a simplified ballooning stability target functional in our optimization procedure. (c) Self-Consistent Bootstrap Current -Our approach is to allow the presence of a finite, but small bootstrap current component to assist with maintenance of the rotational transform and the adjustment of its profile. However, we limit the fraction of the rotational transform produced by the plasma current to typically less than 30% in order to stay well away from current-driven external kink and disruption stability limits. The fact that our optimization technique allows the presence of both helical and symmetrical components in |B| and that these components drive currents in opposing directions allows us to considerably reduce (up to a factor of 3) the selfconsistent bootstrap current fraction from what would be present in an equivalent axisymmetric device.
